Secure, Monitor and Optimize your complex multi-cloud environments

THE PROBLEM
As cloud deployments in private and public sectors grow in both size and complexity, it has become increasingly harder to identify security threats. Threats come in multiple sources including people, cloud infrastructure and software. Given today's increased volume and variety of data, measuring an organization's overall threat posture is an extremely challenging task.

THE SOLUTION
Cloud MIXR allows organizations to continuously monitor all aspects of multi-cloud environments for threats including, but not limited to, cloud infrastructure, system users, and outside influencers. Cloud MIXR is delivered through an intuitive user interface that allows users and enterprise stakeholders to monitor your organization's comprehensive cloud risk exposure.

THE RESULT
• Enhances multi-hyper-scaler deployments, no matter how big or complex your cloud landscape may be.
• Provides Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM) services; enforcing dozens of industry compliance templates, highlighting security vulnerabilities, and remediating configuration drifts.
• Provides peace of mind through analytic insights that facilitate visibility into regulatory compliance, security and cloud spend monitoring.
COMPLIANCE
MANAGEMENT
Cloud MIXR provides a wide variety of compliance rule templates that can be applied to cloud environments. Cloud MIXR is delivered with NS2 best practices and rule templates to include: GDPR, HIPAA, NERC, ISO 27001-2013, NSA, PCI-DSS 3.2, and SOC2 templates.

SECURE & ALERT
Cloud MIXR analyzes configuration and security information within your cloud deployments at the mission speed while running continuously. Robust analytics invoke remediation and alerting capabilities, keeping stakeholders informed and the enterprise secure along the way.

KEY FEATURES
• **Pre-accreditation** - Accreditation compliance enforcement and visibility through configurable reporting
• **Immersive Dashboards and metrics** - Real time user interface presents operational information to monitor rule violations, resource allocations, threat severity and configuration changes over time
• **Serverless deployment operation** - Reduced cost and complexity with cloud native serverless approach
• **Compliance Enforcement** - A wide variety of compliance templates across various industries
• **Auto Remediation** - Handle configuration drifts with ease. Roll back to previous configurations manually, or autonomously.
• **Anomaly Detection** - Analyze metrics over time, and detect anomalies with real time alerting
• **Alerting** - API level, email, queuing, and other alert modalities to highlight risk, cost and performance implications.
• **Spend Monitoring** - compare account cost to resource utilization, visualize your spend to keep within a reasonable budget

SPEND WISELY
Cloud MIXR collects account cost information and compares it with resource utilization, allowing you to better visualize cloud spend based on the types of resources used within multi-cloud environments. The application exposes a variety of visualizations to help your organization through sound financial analytics.

For more information about Cloud MIXR: SAPNS2.com/cloudmixr
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